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  . . . To leave home. We of the Forest (1859) Edgar Fawcett was the author of this romance set in North America, a double-
barreled effort by an Englishman writing about another Englishman. He tells of Tom Dawson and his family, who emigrate

from England to America. He tells of his adventures and his problems finding work and being robbed by "Bearskinned rogues".
Kanojyo no miko (1860) This is a long novel on the heroine of the Noh plays by Zeami. It tells of the early life of the play's
heroine and her father. It takes place in China. Choro no ishi (1861) The author writes about a boy who is adopted by a poor
farmer and his wife. Bishi (1862) A young samurai takes a journey with his friends to an island where the marauder from a

neighbouring country has a feudal-like kingdom. Oi no ken (1862) Another Noh play by Zeami. This tells of the life and
adventures of its heroine, the wife of the Man who killed the Minamoto. Sai no kane to amatsu no shuji (1862) This is Zeami's
account of the lives of the warriors of Saikaidō, the battlefield between the Minamoto and Taira clans. Yozen-ji katei no shosui
(1862) This is a story of a woman who stays in the Kyoto palace from childhood, being a playmate and nurse to Prince Shotoku.
Kumogakari to shiki (1862) This is Zeami's account of the life and times of the Minamoto clan. (This is one of the longer Noh
dramas, at three hours.) Yogen-ji katei no shosui (1862) Yogen-ji katei no shosui (Kumogakari to shiki) tells the story of the

famous Kiyomaro (Kumaso) of Mutsu Province, with whom his rival Sugawara Michizane challenged the Minamoto to combat.
Yogen-ji katei no shosui, translated from Japanese to English as The Record of Yoshitada, tells the history of the life
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